How is History taught at
Paddox Primary School?

History Intent
At Paddox we want children to have a full exposure of the different
periods of History. Throughout the primary phase, the children are
exposed to the different periods through a topic approach. The History
focused topics across the school are mainly taught in chronological order.
As a school we decided that some of the content was not suitable to be
taught lower down the school or that periods of History naturally linked
with a topic (Crime and Punishment through the ages and the Mayans
are Y5 topics and The Great Fire of London provides Y1 with a
comparative study between Rugby and London.

All Historical based topics start with a chronologically based lesson. This
enables the children to understand different time periods of History and
allows them to ‘plot’ on a timeline, where their new topics fit. Children
are given the opportunity within these chronology lesson, to recap the
time periods they have already studies to build up their long term
memory.

History Intent
At Paddox, we want the children to develop curious, questioning minds
that are inquisitive about the events that happened in Britain and the
wider world. For each Historical based topic, children are exposed to at
least one Historical enquiry lesson which develops children's questioning
and analysis skills. Children are ‘drip fed’ the evidence or sources to
enable them to formulate answers to their main enquiry question. The
children have the opportunity to think critically and are empowered to
make their own judgements.

Through the History curriculum, we want children at Paddox to develop a
deeper understanding of other people’s lives through our Golden Thread of
Global Citizenship. We have promoted diversity in the History curriculum
through special events like Black History Month and Inspirational Day.

History Implementation
In History our lessons are split into three distant parts;
•

Boomerangs – To start our learning we boomerang back to
previous key learning to enable children to embed and remember
some key aspects. For example in Year 3 children are asked to
think back to Year 2 or Year 1 topics to see how this prior leaning
can help them in Year 3.

•

Acquisition – Children then move onto their new learning. This is
where children experience texts, timelines and vocabulary that are
Click to add text
new to them. Through a variety of subject content and teaching
methods children are able to take part in fun and exciting
learning.

•

Reflections – To end the new learning children are encourage to
go over and reflect on their learning, they are encouraged to use
this learning in different contexts and explore how secure they are
in there new historical knowledge.

History Implementation
History is progressive across the school and teachers have a clear
understanding of what is expected in each year group. We have a
progression grid that is split into vocabulary, subject content
(chronological understanding, Historical concepts, Historical interpretation,
Historical enquiry and organisation and communication) and text ideas.

As part of the development of the progression grid, it was cross referenced
with the NC to ensure that all skills and knowledge are being taught
across both Key Stages.
To develop teachers understanding and confidence in delivering and
implementing our intent, we delivered a staff training morning, which
focused on Historical Enquiry, Chronology and Diversity. As a starting
point to improve enquiry based skills, we have developed a series of
resourced enquiry lessons.

History Implementation
Topics with a History focus across all year groups;
Year Group

Topics

Year 1

Toy shop
(Toys past and
present. Mick Inkpen
books)

London
Rugby
(Our local area)

Extinct
(Endangered animals)

Year 2

The land before
time… (dinosaurs)

The Quest (Knights
and Castles)

Time machine
(Famous people in the
past

Year 3

Solid as a rock
(Stone age, Iron age,
types of rock)

Journey on a canal
boat
(transport)

Adventure down the
Nile
(Egyptians)

History Implementation
Topics with a History focus across all year groups;
Year Group

Topics

Year 4

The empire strikes
back (Romans)

Year 5

Year 6

What’s out
there?
(Space)

The Great
war

A letter from my heart
(World War II)

Vile Victorians!

Amazing
Americas

Groovy Greeks

Can you imagine?!

Mayans

Crime and
Punishment
through the
ages

British invaders!

(Anglo-Saxons
Scots)(Saxons,/Vikings)

History Implementation

History Impact
Children are assessed against the History Foundation Tracker that
links to the progression grid. Each year group has a number of
objectives, that are taken from the progression grid to assess
whether the children is WTS, EXS or GDS in that area. Once a
teacher has filled in the grid, they will look to see what the
predominant colour is and assign the correct attainment band.
Using the Foundation Stage Tracker, teachers will see which areas
children need to work on, which will then inform planning. Relevant
scaffolds and extensions can then be put in place for specific
children to bridge gaps.

History Impact
In addition, due to Covid, we have identified areas of missed
coverage and through Curriculum Reconnection days, we will ensure
that the children are exposed to any gaps in knowledge.
Throughout the year, children carry out Pitstops which recap all of
the curriculum content already covered. This not only supports the
development of long-term memory it also allows Teachers to
identify any previously unidentified gaps in learning. This is the first
year of Pitstops but initial monitoring shows that they are
happening and most children are recalling prior learning.

